TEACHER’S GUIDE

TO
WHAT
DEGREE?
Telling Climate Change Stories
Through Photos
A Lesson Plan for Grade 6 to 9
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PART II

A picture tells a thousand stories
Suggested classes: Geography, English Language Arts
Length of time: 50-70 minutes
Objective
In this lesson, students will:
• Appraise photos to work in different settings and contexts to tell a different story
• Interpret images using prior knowledge on climate change and the environment
• Select effective words and phrases to describe a photo
• Design and create photo captions using background knowledge on climate change
Materials
• Environment Photos (one copy per group)
• Captioned To What Degree? sample images (to display digitally or print)
• Uncaptioned To What Degree? environment photos to sort, (one copy per group, printed)
• Pen and paper
Evaluation
• Captions and word clouds created for photo panels (Summative)
• Communication and work as a group (Formative)
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REVIEW OF PART I
Begin by recalling the discussion in the previous class. Ask some questions and, if time allows, write down
students’ answers on the board as a group brainstorming session. Some recommended questions include:
• What is the difference between adaptation and mitigation for climate change?
• What are some examples of actions we can take to adapt to climate change, and to mitigate
(prevent/lessen) future climate change?
• What are some actions that both adapt to and mitigate climate change?

CATEGORIZING PHOTOS
Shift into today’s activities. Today students will be discussing the use of photos to tell a story, in particular
about climate change and the environment. Ask the students to think about what their top five criteria would
be for an effective photo.
Give them time to think individually, and then share with a partner, or a group next to them, for a few minutes
and see if they can find a common agreement on good criteria.
After a few minutes, have each group share their criteria and note on the board, providing a checkmark or star
if something is repeated. (Think-Pair-Share)
Explain to the students that they will be looking closely at photographs to tell an environment and climate
change story. Brainstorm with the class:
• What kinds of images do you think would be good at representing climate change?
• What kinds of images come to mind when you think of climate change?
• What kinds of images have you seen on book covers, news articles, and television shows
that talk about climate change?
Write down student suggestions and examples on the board for a few minutes, and then begin the activity.
Divide the class into groups of four to five students and have them sit together. Hand out a copy of the sample
photos for each group, cut out beforehand. These photos were compiled from from websites and can be used
and distributed for free for educational purposes.
In groups, ask the students to decide together a way they wish to sort their images. Give them five to 10
minutes to do so.
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Alternatively, you may want the students to sort the photos in a particular way, or assign one group each to
sort them differently. Examples include:
• By tone of the photo (is it more upbeat and positive, more sad and pensive,
or somewhere in between?)
• By categories of image types (e.g. animals, energy, weather, actions, colours, quality)
• By most compelling/least compelling story
• By how well they connect to the local community or not
Review how students decided to sort their images and see how it differs between groups. As a final task for
these photos, ask the students to choose their top five to 10 images. In choosing them, do they want to tell
a particular story? Allow time for the class to share their top selections. You may want to let each group put
them up on the board and discuss them, or use the digital document projected to display them for analysis.

Access to photos
We have included photo examples for you in the appendix attached. Our photos are from Pexels
and Unsplash (http://pexels.com ; unsplash.com), but you can also look for other photos across the
internet. We used photos with Creative Commons Zero License, which allows the use of photos,
images, audio, and video that the creators have licensed for certain uses (often non-profit and
educational). If you choose to have your students look up their own examples of photos online—and
they may be displayed outside of the classroom—teaching about Creative Commons licenses and
citing work might be a useful tool. More info on the different types of Creative Commons licenses
here: https://creativecommons.org/

CAPTIONING PHOTOS
For the next part of this lesson, students will be looking at a series of images that were chosen for a photo
exhibition on climate change adaptation and mitigation across Canada.
Explain to the students they will be using source material from a climate change photo exhibition, To What
Degree? Canada in a changing climate, from the Canada Science and Technology Museum. Over the next few
classes, they will be exploring how stories can be curated for the public to tell a story on climate change and
the environment. Taking on similar roles of museum exhibitors, curators, and interpreters, they will be asked
to look at different visual representations to tell a story, delve deeper into some specific stories, and finally
curate their own.
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Exhibit planning for public spaces such as museums can be a challenge. Some important things the creators of
this photo exhibit discussed were:
• Having photos that bring up a number of emotions and feelings at once
• Choosing photos that tell more than one story (i.e. cows in a field with wind turbines behind tells
a story of methane and energy used by agriculture, but also renewable energy)
• Photos that reflect stories from throughout Canada that inform but also connect them to different
regions (“I’ve been somewhere like that before!” or “This looks a lot like home.”)
In groups of two to three students, give out one of the 10 uncaptioned photo panels from the uncaptioned
To What Degree? sample images. You can either give these out at random, or have each group pick one.
Ask the students to take out a piece of paper and brainstorm as a group. Work through the following steps:
1- Take five minutes to mind map (in the form of a word cloud, for example) words and phrases you think
of when you look at the photo. Knowing that the photos are from a climate change adaptation and
mitigation exhibition, ask the students to try and think about other words and phrases they may have
been introduced to last class—with the button Venn diagram activity—that may also apply. It may be
helpful to have the button Venn diagram activity posted somewhere in the room to refer to, or on a
digital screen.
2- After they have written some words down, give the students another 10-15 minutes to craft a made-up
caption that captures what messages the image might be trying to convey. The group can decide what
kind of tone they want to take with their caption (serious, goofy, educational, instructive, sombre,
optimistic, etc.), but should keep it short and concise.

CLIMATE CAPTION WORDS
A team at the Canada Science and Technology Museum prepared the text and photo selections for the exhibition,
To What Degree?. The following word clouds were created by the interpretive planner and writer of the captions,
after asking people to brainstorm words they thought of when looking at the images. You may want to project
these word clouds on a screen in the classroom. How many words do your students have in common?

Cool roofs

boring, innovation, light reflection,
urbanization, green, cooling heat, rooftop,
clean, overcrowding, hot, surprising, cooling,
empty, living roof, cool roof, light, heat cool,
community, innovative
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Urban forests

average, solitary, fall, greenspace, open, park,
trees, peaceful, landscaping, tranquil, urban,
open space, dead, path, urban forests, calm,
sad

Wildland fire:
friend and foe

teamwork, containment, wildfires, invasive
species, firefighting strategies, wildfire, tragic,
hot, controlled burn, destruction, control,
controlled burning regeneration, destruction,
disaster, determination, urgent, dangerous

What's
the beef?

landscape, spring, arid, melting, warming,
change, unpredictable weather, arctic, brisk,
Canada, warmth, peaceful, north, prairie
desert bare, vast

Spreading tick
habitat

microscopic, yuck Lyme, tick Lyme, disgusting,
bedbug, yikes, terror, bedbug, ew, yuck, gross,
tick gross Lyme disease, eerie, pests, tick, scary
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Electric
vehicles

eco, futuristic, clean, renewable, energy
efficient, rural and modern, eco vehicle,
progressive, awesome, electric, adaptive, clean
technology, change, future, electric, energy,
modern, travelling

Heavy-duty
aerodynamics

what is this, research, innovation, reduce,
air resistance energy, testing facility, funny,
testing, wind tunnel, awesome, unusual,
testing research wind tunnel, trucking,
research, museum, technology

All-season
Arctic highway

construction, dry, industry, develop, pipeline
infrastructure permafrost, construction, bare,
barren, desolate, contrasting, transport, dig,
permafrost, vast, digging, exploration, new,
desert

Preparing
for climatedriven health
impacts

Hands, investigate, explore, scientist,
researcher, bacteria, sample, glass Petri dish,
disease, observe, growth, gross, spreading
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Top
predators
adapt

wild, tourism, whales, whaling harvest, one
world, protecting wildlife, whale migration,
beautiful, photography, orcas, whales,
newcomers, saviour, clash, ocean, eco, nature,
dangerous

If time allows, have each group share their caption with the class. Then, end the class by revealing the real
captions. Have students discuss how accurate they were in their own messaging versus the real messaging.
Inform the students that for the next class, they will be digging deeper into the climate change story behind
the image. You may wish to ask them to think about choosing a few of the images that stood out for them –
as they will be choosing one for their research project next class.

MORE RESOURCES
• Check out Everyday Climate Change on Instagram for a global collection of photographers
documenting climate change, or a summary piece by the Guardian here: https://www.theguardian.
com/environment/gallery/2015/jan/20/everyday-climate-change-in-pictures
• Similarly, check out CNN’s photo gallery This is What Climate Change Looks Like:
https://www.cnn.com/2016/11/16/world/gallery/cop22-photo-award/index.html
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Environment Photos

Abben S – Unsplash

Rawpixel.com – Pexels

Monica Silva– Unsplash

Aaron Burden– Unsplash

Stijn-Te Strake– Unsplash

Chris Liverani– Unsplash
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Environment Photos

Jay Mantri– Pixels

Ken Treloar - Unsplash

Pexels

Pixabay- Pexels

Pixabay - Pexels

Chester Ho- Unsplash
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Environment Photos

Nextvoyage– Pexels

Pixabay– Pexels

Pixabay– Pexels

Warren Wong– Unsplash

Andrea Sonda– Unsplash

Pexels
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Environment Photos

Andy Brunner– Unsplash

Pexels

Alex Bagirov– Pexels

American Public Power Association– Pexels

George Desipris– Pexels

Mikes Photos -Pexels
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Environment Photos

Pixabay– Pexels

Pixabay– Pexels

Pixabay– Pexels

Tadeusz Lakota- Unsplash

Pixabay– Pexels

Pixabay– Pexels
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Environment Photos

Vlad Tchompalov- Unsplash

Pixabay– Pexels

Guido Klinge– Pexels

Priscilla Du Preez– Unsplash

Pexels

Pixabay– Pexels
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